**Saturday, January 11th, 2020**

07:43am EST: Trask and Hecht are alerted to another flare up in the private “Bede” Facebook group. A woman by the name of Elin Mellbergstedt (who Trask and Hecht do not know and have never heard of) posts a screenshot of an alleged text between Mellbergstedt and someone she represents to be her father which reads:

![Image of alleged text between Elin Mellbergstedt and someone she represents to be her father](image)

12:17pm EST: The Elin Mellbergstedt thread is deleted in the private “Bede” Facebook group.

**Sunday, January 12th, 2020**

04:50pm EST: Trask contacts Elin Mellbergstedt via @Illbegonefilm via Instagram chat asking for her father’s contact information. Mellbergstedt implies that Håkan Hellström is the author of the text messages AKA the person she has publicly represented to be her “father”. She also reveals that ‘Mellbergstedt’ is not her legal surname but a “nickname”.

Upon processing what ‘Mellbergstedt’ has revealed, Trask replies sympathetically to “Mellbergstedt” assuring “Mellbergstedt” that the filmmakers will not pursue the bizarre situation further.

**Friday, January 31st, 2020**

3:21pm EST: Sources alert Trask and Hecht that Elin “Mellbergstedt” is continuing to slander the filmmakers, this time in private Facebook chat groups. Trask checks the January 12th Instagram chat with Elin “Mellbergstedt” to find that “Mellbergstedt” has selectively deleted 5 of her messages to Trask. The doctored conversation has been allegedly shared with other people and is being used to claim the filmmakers are harassing “Mellbergstedt”.

See next page for comparison between the original conversation and the doctored conversation.
Side by side comparisons of the doctored conversation.

Original conversation (1/12/20)

Hello Elin, please send me your father’s name and contact information. I would like to follow up on the defamatory and untrue claims made according to the text messages which you spread via the ‘Bedé’ Facebook group on January 10th-11th, 2020. Thank you, Amelia Trask.

He didn’t accuse you of anything except for contacting him. You have posted that on your website. He never mentioned what you contacted him about, he never claimed you asked him about Anders, that is something your friend translated wrong.

Good day.

What is your dad’s name?

Message...

Doctored conversation (1/31/20)

Hello Elin, please send me your father’s name and contact information. I would like to follow up on the defamatory and untrue claims made according to the text messages which you spread via the ‘Bedé’ Facebook group on January 10th-11th, 2020. Thank you, Amelia Trask.

What is your dad’s name?

I didn’t reach out to anyone with the surname “Mellbergstedt” so what is his name?

Mellbergstedt is not my name either, it’s a nickname.

Message...

The thread is gone and he never accused you of anything. I asked if you had asked him about Anders and he said no. So I don’t know why you’re upset.

What is your dad’s name? I have all of the screenshots.

Yeah good for you, then you should know that he says you reached out to him and that’s all. That’s not anything to follow up upon.

Look at your own websites timeline where it says “Hecht reached out to **** several times with different people and you will find him.

I didn’t reach out to anyone with the surname “Mellbergstedt” so

Message...
Side by side comparisons of the doctored conversation (contin.)

Original conversation (1/12/20)

I didn’t reach out to anyone with the surname “Mellbergstedt” so what is his name?

Mellbergstedt is not my name either, it's a nickname.

Like I said he hasn’t accused you of anything so leave us alone. If you wanna dig dirt and spread shit about me for not agreeing with the suicide-speculations then go ahead. I am not going to mention you or your movie ever again so please stop with the threats :)

I have never threatened you, I have only asked you what is your father’s name.

It is not relevant because he hasn’t done anything to you. And

Doctored conversation (1/31/20)

Mellbergstedt is not my name either, it's a nickname.

I have never threatened you, I have only asked you what is your father’s name.

It is not relevant because he hasn’t done anything to you. And the thread is gone so please stop this witch hunt.

What you are describing does not match any person I have contacted or in my published timeline.

Except for Hakan Hellstrom.

He wrote to me in a private conversation and I unfortunately made the mistake of posting it and I'm sorry for that but he is not to be blamed for anything so leave him alone.

Is your father Hakan Hellstrom?

Leave me alone.

Message...
Side by side comparisons of the doctored conversation (contin.)

**Original conversation (1/12/20)**

He wrote to me in a private conversation and I unfortunately made the mistake of posting it and I’m sorry for that but he is not to be blamed for anything so leave him alone.

Is your father Hakan Hellstrom?

Leave me alone.

Thank you, have a great day.

You too.

**Doctored conversation (1/31/20)**

He wrote to me in a private conversation and I unfortunately made the mistake of posting it and I’m sorry for that but he is not to be blamed for anything so leave him alone.

Is your father Hakan Hellstrom?

Leave me alone.

Thank you, have a great day.

You too.

Elin, I’m not going to pursue this anymore so don’t worry. I’m sorry about the situation and I won’t say any more on the topic with you. You don’t have to reply me any further. Best to you.